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Nomenclature 

 
STIFFOPT    = Stiffened Panel Optimisation 
NLFEA    = Nonlinear Finite Element Analysis 
HPC     = High Performance Computing 
CFRP     = Carbon Fibre Reinforced Plastic 
MSE      = Mean Squared Error 
PHP      = Hypertext Preprocessor 
σ      = Stress 

allσ      = Stress allowable  
RF     = Reserve Factor 
GFEM     = Global Finite Element Model  
λ      = Sizing design variables 

)(W λ      = Weight function 
IL *     = Fixed internal loads 

)(IL λ      = Updated internal loads 
PL     = Local optimisation problem 
PG     = Global optimisation problem 
PLL     = Local optimisation problem 
sh     = Stringer height 
wt     = Web thickness  
wh     = Web height 
ffw     = Free flange width  
fft     = Free flange thickness 
aft     = Attached flange thickness  
afw     = Attached flange width 
st     = Skin thickness 
pt     = Pad thickness 
pw     = Pad width 
p     = Stringer pitch 
rp     = Rivet pitch 
DC, Dfast     = Diameter of fasteners: continuous value 
PB      = Post-buckling margin 
 
 
 
� PhD student 
Dnext     = Catalog value and next in catalog 



RFstat     = Reserve factor for static strength 
RFRS     = Reserve factor for residual strength 
σmax     = Maximum stress 
σI,σII,σVM    = Minor, major principle and Von Mises stresses 
Eskin, Estringer, Eframe   = Young modulus of skin, stringer, frame 
ν      = Poisson ratio 
Sskin, Sstringer, Sframe   = Section areas of skin, stringer, frame 
Nxx, Nyy, Nxy:    = Fluxes 
FXSR     = Longitudinal force in the super-stringer 

fatYSkinfatXSkinfatXRaid RF,RF,RF   = Fatigue reserve factors 

MY     = Bending moment in the fuselage section 
v=z-zG     = Vertical distance with respect to the center of gravity 
I     = Quadratic moment of the fuselage section 
DoE     = Design of Experiments 
NN     = Neural Network 
MoE     = Mixture of Experts 
LHC     = Latin Hyper Cube 

iSKIN
anglet ,      = Skin thickness variables (composite panel use-case) 

iSTRINGER
anglet ,     = Stringer thickness variables (composite panel use-

case) 
λ     = Loading factor for buckling and non-linear analysis 
 
 

Abstract 
 

An optimization framework dedicated to stiffened panel optimization (STIFFOPT) has been 
implemented and demonstrated on aircraft fuselage covers. The framework incorporates three 
methodologies, which have been developed with consideration of the design stage:  

- In rapid sizing approaches the optimization is based on design curves obtained from 
the approximation of local optimization results using surrogate models (Neural Nets). 
Another solution would have been to approximate the analysis results (Reserve 
Factors) with surrogate models, but it was found too tedious regarding the large 
dimension of the input space. Finally a capability has been developed to accelerate the 
design process with design curves. The latter gives the minimum cross sectional area 
of a structural element for given internal loads and can be interrogated in place of local 
optimization processes, either interactively by designers who need recommendations 
for optimum solutions, or directly, via in-house software tools like STIFFOPT in order 
to automate the sizing of wider structures. 

- In preliminary sizing approaches the optimization is based on exact stress responses 
obtained from semi-analytical stress tools. The selected approach is built upon 
independent local optimizations. Even if not fully optimal in terms of internal load 
redistribution and design continuity, the proposed approach has the advantage of being 
very easy to parallelize with the possibility to launch every structural element 
optimization on an independent processor.  

- In detailed sizing approaches the optimization is based on advanced stress responses 
obtained either from semi-analytical stress tools or from non-linear finite element 
analysis (buckling/post-buckling) for which a gradient-based optimization approach 
has been developed. Few publications demonstrate such a capability. Key 



developments have been made to guarantee the robustness of the optimization process, 
both with respect to linear buckling and with respect to non-linear post-buckling. All 
structural responses have been differentiated and their sensitivities have been obtained 
through the application of a semi-analytical approach. An adequate formulation of the 
post-buckling optimization problem has been established. A robust capability is now 
ready for post-buckling optimization of composite stiffened panels based on detailed 
finite element analysis. 

High-Performance Computing (PC cluster) has been used to ensure reasonable computational 
times. This approach is particularly important to the last stage of the design (i.e., detailed 
sizing based on nonlinear finite element analysis). 
 

 
 
 

I. Introduction 
 
A. Preamble 
 
The application of numerical optimization to engineering design was introduced several 
decades ago starting with structural optimization.1 Since then, structural optimization has 
always been at the root of multidisciplinary optimization and today is a major component of 
Multidisciplinary Design Optimization (MDO). The algorithms developed for structural 
optimization are fairly generic and therefore can be very useful to MDO, especially those 
regarding multi-level optimization as discussed in this chapter.  
 
B. Context 
 
The aeronautical industry is a business governed by increasing customer demands for product 
performance, cost and time-to-market reduction. Numerical optimisation, in turn, is a key 
technology to achieve these goals due to the successful  marriage of: 

-mathematical theories and associated algorithms which guarantee an optimum 
performance  and  
-advanced software, which facilitates the automation and integration of the design 
lifecycle and thus ensures reduction of lead times 2-4 

 
In this context the trends for business globalisation together with advances in massively 
parallel IT solutions and the worldwide web encourage structural design to adopt distributed 
computing concepts. 5,6 This is the notion of extended enterprise, discussed in more detail in 
the chapter dedicated to the virtual enterprise. In order to fulfil these requirements a modular 
multi-step process for optimisation of structural covers has been implemented. The basic idea 
was to fully map the manual sizing process. 
 
C. Sizing process  
 
Since aircraft structures are made of thin shells working essentially as membranes, buckling 
strength must be taken in consideration. This is also the reason why longitudinal beams called 
stiffeners are added to the shell.7 Such an arrangement is known as the stiffened panel 
concept, which is generally used for airframe covers (see figure).  
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Fig.1: The stiffened panel concept 

 
Moreover for local analysis needs, each stiffened panel is decomposed into panel bays also 
called super-stiffeners, as depicted in figure 2. Hence the super-stiffener appears as the 
elementary pattern for the hand-made stress and sizing process of airframe covers. 
 
Of course isolating a super-stiffener to analyse the stability of covers assumes that the 
buckling/post-buckling is localised: this is generally a good approximation if a suitable 
transverse stiffening is provided (e.g, orbital frames for a fuselage structure). 
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Fig.2: Airframe structure decomposition 

 
 
The advantage of such an approach is that the sizing process is decomposed down to a very 
fine level of granularity allowing a very flexible implementation of optimisation methods. 



 

Thus the super-stiffeners are generally computed with standard stress tools, which are 
analytically based, including engineering methods relying on handbook formulae, test data 
banks and experience.  

The local analysis uses internal loads extracted from a GFEM (Global Finite Element Model) 
after a static linear analysis based on external loads. Specific post-processing tools have to be 
used in order to compute a loading adapted to the super-stiffener model, see figure 3. 

 

The local analysis delivers RFs (Reserve Factors). 

A Reserve Factor is a value greater than 1 if the structure is feasible. For example, if allσ  is 

the failure stress for a given material, the Reserve Factor is the ratio 
σ

σall , where σ  is the 

current stress value. 

For buckling/post-buckling, the RFs include the RF for skin buckling and the RF for super-
stringer collapse (column collapse). 
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Fig.3 : Design & stress process / global-local analysis & optimisation link 
 
 
Hence the current design and stress process for a fuselage structure is a bi-level one with 
global and local analyses. 
 
D. Selection of an optimisation process 
 
In the same way, the optimisation can be viewed as a local or a global optimisation. 
 
Local optimisation integrates local analysis and is based on fixed internal loads. 
 
The local optimisation problem solved (PL) is the following one: 
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with 
- λ: sizing design variables (skin thickess and stringer section parameters) 
- W(λ):weight objective function 
- RF (λ;IL*): reserve factor as function of sizing variables and internal loads 

 

 
Global optimisation integrates global analysis and is based on updated internal loads.  
The global optimisation problem solved is the following one:  
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To be properly solved this formulation requires to compute internal load sensitivities and to 
combine with RF sensitivities (chain ruling). This is feasible but complex. This process has 
been implemented since this research work at AIRBUS.27 But it is complex and heavy and 
cannot yet be used for a full structure sizing. 
 
The position of this research work was more to reflect the manual sizing process, while 
keeping simplicity and modularity to make easier distributed computing approaches, knowing 
that it is not fully optimum. This manual sizing process consists in sizing each super-stringer 
independently with fixed internal loads. The corresponding optimisation scheme is then local 
optimisation. However, this local optimisation is done with fixed internal loads, while it is 
clear that changing the sizing also changes the stiffness hence the distribution of internal 
loads. The internal load redistribution is generally considered further in the design when a 
new GFEM is built. No systematic convergence is searched for. 
 
Thus the optimisation and quality of optimisation results is only guaranteed after longer term 
loops (FE and load loops of an aircraft project) have been performed.  
The purpose here is to go one step further and to iterate the internal load updates up to 
convergence.  
 
Hence the algorithm used is the following one: 
 

Step1: update the GFEM with new sizing properties λλλλk 

Step2: compute new internal loads IL k 
Step3: solve PL with IL*=IL k: gives λλλλk+1 
Step4: λλλλk ←←←←λλλλk+1 
Step5: Go to Step1 while significant variation of λ λ λ λ and/or IL 

 
 



With this approach, the first objective is then to integrate this sizing process, that is, to 
integrate the super-stiffener optimisation capability in the global design and stress process. 
Starting from super-stiffener optimisation, as the main brick, a capability is built for full panel 
optimisation, considering internal load redistribution based on GFEM updates and static re-
analyses. 
 
The rest of the chapter is organised as follows: 
In section 2, the case study used in this work is introduced. 
In section 3, the implementation of a local optimisation session for a typical super-stiffener is 
presented then demonstrated on a set of super-stiffeners 
In section 4, the integration of the STIFFOPT software is described. 
In section 5, a tight coupling integration is presented. The demonstration is first made on a set 
of panels. Then a full fuselage barrel is optimised, using a PC cluster. 
In section 6, a loose coupling scenario is explored based on design curves built with local 
optimisations and neural networks. 
In section 7, some complements to the sizing process are discussed.   
In section 8, a refinement of the local optimisation process is proposed based on non-linear 
finite element analysis of the super-stiffener. 
 
 
 
 

II. Presentation of the test-case 
 
The test-case used for all method comparisons and validations consists in a fuselage barrel of 
a very large civil transport aircraft. This barrel is located between the left cargo door and the 
wing, more exactly between frame 38 and frame 46, as depicted in figure 4. 
There are 8 frames in orbital direction and 146 stiffeners in longitudinal direction. 
The zone contains consequently 1168 stiffeners. 
50 load cases were used for the sizing optimisation but an envelope was made (commented in 
section 4). 
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Fig.4 : Fuselage barrel test-case 

 
 
 



III. Local optimisation 
 
The purpose of this section is to present and demonstrate the main brick of the optimisation 
process: the local super-stringer optimisation. 
 
A. Definition 
 
As described before the purpose of the local optimisation is to solve the following problem: 
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The exact instantiation for this local optimisation problem and a more physical description are 
presented below. 
 
1. Design principle 
 
The design principle selected for the use-case is the following one: 

- material: metallic (isotropic aluminium) 
- stringer section: Z-shape, see figure 5. 
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Fig.5 : Design variables for a Z-shaped stringer profile 
 

2. Stress hypotheses and criteria 
 
Specific computations are considered to compute internal loads from the direct output of the 
GFEM (NASTRAN static linear analysis - SOL101).8 

Specific stress allowables are considered to take into account fatigue and damage tolerance. 
For stability a skill tool is used: ASSIST.9 ASSIST implements engineering formulae to 
analyse buckling/post-buckling of stiffened panels based on a super-stringer pattern. The post-
buckling behaviour is considered up to collapse considering also material plasticity. 
 



 
 
 
3. Objective function 
 
As the targeted fuselage section use-case has got a uniform frame pitch and material, 
optimising the weight is equivalent to optimising the cross sectional area of each super-
stringer. 
For this reason the objective function is the cross sectional area of the super-stringer. 
 
 
4. Design variables 
 
The six following variables are considered within the given bounds (all sizes in mm): 
Stringer height (sh)    25.<sh<55. 
Web stringer thickness (wt)    1.6<wt<4.  
Free flange width (ffw)    8.<ffw<26.  
Free flange thickness (fft)   2.<fft<4. 
Attached flanged thickness (aft)   1.6<aft<4.  
Skin thickness (st)     1.6<st<8.  
 
The super-stiffener section area is computed with these variables. The attached flange width 
(afw) and pad thickness (pt) values are linked with skin thickness. Pitch (p) has not been 
selected as a design variable. It is possible to give some indications of optimum pitch values 
based on a local optimisation. However it should be mixed with a parameterised GFEM to be 
able to change the pitch. This will be considered in a future work. 
 
5. Design constraints 
 
A number of six design constraints allow to have a geometry conveying designer experience 
and to avoid discontinuity in super-stiffener geometry. The range of each constraint is set by 
designer experience and must be respected at the end of the local optimisation process. 
 
3 aspect ratios (width/height to thickness ratios) are used to control the geometry (please refer 
to figure 5 for the definition of the various sizes): 
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Inequality constraints linked to fastener installation and pad are considered as active, that is, 
satisfied as equalities. This is based on experience from previous stiffened panel optimisation 
studies and allows reducing the number of design variables by explicit relations. The width of 
the attached flange is given by the free edge distance and the minimum distance to the web. 
The attached flange width is thus linked to diameter and web thickness (4 is the fillet radius).  

.4wt
.2

Dnext
Dfast*.2afw +++=  

Dfast and Dnext are the fastener diameter and the following diameter in a given catalog: 
{ }.8;4.6;6.5;8.4.;4DandD nextfast ∈  

 
Pad width is linked to attached flange width 

)
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Pad thickness is linked to skin thickness only : 
 

stpt *4.1=  
 

The fastener pitch is taken as 4.5 times the diameter. 
Dfast*5.4rp =  

 
Dfast and Dnext are discrete values computed using DC.    
DC is the continuous version of the fastener diameter. 
DC=0.5*(aft+1.4*st) following the rule of the total fastened thickness. 
 
Then DC is round-off to Dfast using the following staired function : 
Dfast=4+0.8*f(DC-4)+0.8*f(DC-4.8)+0.8*f(DC-5.6)+1.6*f(DC-6.4), 
where f is a function defined  f(x)=(1+sign(x))/2      
 
 
6. Physical constraints 
 
Buckling: 
 
If st≤3, PB ≥60 
If 3≤st≤5, PB ≥80 
If st≥5, PB ≥100 
These three conditions build a margin policy for buckling on-set: depending on the skin 
thickness, the skin is authorised to buckle at a certain percentage PB of limit loads. 
 
To implement this step rule, the same principle as for diameter is used: 

(PB)min=60+20*f(st-3)+20*f(st-5) with f(x)=(1+sign(x))/2. 
 

The reserve factor for collapse is computed by ASSIST and incorporates the effect of local 
stringer buckling. 

 
Static strength : 
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with 
- E: Young modulus of each structural element 
- S: Section area of each structural element 
- Nyy: orbital flux 
- σ1, σ2: values based on experience 
 

 This allowable was built by fatigue specialists and is based on tests for various panels and 
gives the stress allowable as a function of the orbital stiffening ratio. 
 
Crack initiation in the stringer: 
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with 
- F: longitudinal force 
- FPoisson: further commented  
 

 
Crack growth in the skin: 
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Crack growth in the stringer: 
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Crack initiation in the skin does not appear because it is covered by crack initiation in the 
stiffener. 
 
 
When there is a stress in longitudinal direction, the skin tends also to be deformed in the 
orbital direction due to the Poisson effect. 
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All these formulae take into account a local redistribution of internal loads between the skin 
and stringer. This is necessary because stringer and skin dimensions vary along the 
optimisation. 
Depending on the criterion considered, specific load cases are used: 

- static ultimate loads for strength (limit loads for residual strength) 



- reference fatigue load cases for crack initiation and propagation 
 
The optimisation problem finally consists in minimising the super-stringer cross-sectional 
area based on the above-mentioned design variables and taking into account: 

- design variable bounds (box constraints) 
- (explicit) links between design variables 
- implicit links between design variables: design constraints 
- structure feasibility constraints: RF ≥ 1, also called physical constraints 

 
The mathematical programme is easy to write (based on this summary) and is not shown here 
for brevity.  

 
 

B.  Implementation 
 
The purpose is to build a local optimisation process embedding 

- constraints based on simple equations 
- constraints based on the output of complex programmes (skill tools) and especially the 

ASSIST stability analysis tool 
 
Rather than writing the interface with a mathematical library like NAG10 or NASTRAN it was 
decided to use a software framework dedicated to integration of external software for easy 
and fast integration and to benefit from a Graphic User Interface. BOSS Quattro from 
SAMTECH company was used for that purpose.2-4 

 
Integrating an external tool, identifying design variables and results to be constrained or 
optimised is rather simple with an optimisation framework as depicted in Figure 6. Moreover 
BOSS Quattro’s library of algorithms was found quite satisfactory for solving the complex 
optimisation problem defined before, considering also the non-linear behaviour of the 
responses as well as the singularities introduced (stair functions for diameter for example). 
11,12 
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Fig.6: Local optimisation integration 

 
 
A practical implementation is worth noticing: as the framework interfaces external 
applications through files and as sensitivities are computed with finite differences (small 
perturbations: see figure 7 for illustration), it was found preferable to compute sensitivities 
externally (figure 8). 
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Fig.7: Principle of finite difference sensitivity analysis 

 



The reason for that was not least due to the benefit, which can be gained from the ASSIST 
implementation. That is, a list of geometries (as well as a list of load cases) can be given as 
input and analyses are iterated inside the tool without re-initialisation and additional 
input/output times. This approach gives much smaller computational times than doing 
computations separately. 
 
Considering that the relative step for sensitivities is h=10-3, the following geometry table is 
given as input to ASSIST. 
 
This approach is appealing because it is in accord with the zero order algorithms, which 
calculate one population at each iteration. 
 
sh wt ffw fft aft st 
sh*(1+10-3 ) wt ffw fft aft st 
sh wt*(1+10-3 ) ffw fft aft st 
sh wt ffw*(1+10-3 ) fft aft st 
sh wt ffw fft*(1+10-3 ) aft st 
sh wt ffw fft aft*(1+10-3 ) st 
sh wt ffw fft aft st*(1+10-3 ) 
Fig.8: Table of geometries to be computed for current analysis and computation of 
sensitivities 
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Fig.9: Principle for implementation of sensitivity analysis 
 
The time savings estimated for such an implementation above are about 60%: an iteration 
now takes 15 s compared with 40 s before parametric use. The main reason for this lower time 
is the reduction of file input/output obtained through externalisation of the finite difference 
calculations as illustrated in the figure 9. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



C. Demonstration on a set of super-stringers 
 
1. Test-case 
 
To check and demonstrate local optimisation, a set of 5 super-stringers was selected across the 
barrel in the frame bay between frame 42 and frame 43. Figure 10 illustrates the location of 
these super-stringers. 
In an actual detailed design all 72 super stringers will be calculated. This is to be doubled to 
consider the other half-barrel. Then top and lower stringers (S0 and S73), lying in the 
symmetry plan, have to be added. A total of 146 super-stringers is thus to be considered for 
the full frame bay. 
 

 Stringer S1 
Elm 12000220 

Stringer S13 
Elm 12001420 

Stringer S26 
Elm 12002720 

Stringer S40 
Elm 12004120 

Stringer S72 
Elm 12007320 

 
Fig.10: Principle for implementation of sensitivity analysis 

 
2. Optimum section areas 
 
 Figure 11 shows the section areas found for the super-stringers at convergence: 
 



 
Fig.11 Super-stringer section areas after optimisation 

 
They are consistent with the loading of the super-stringers: a high compression force results in 
a super-stringer with a large section area. For example, Stringer 1 supports 106116 N as 
compression force while only 23514 N for stringer 26 (Fig. 12). 
 

 
Fig.12: Super-stringer loading 

 
Remark: The super-stringer  S1 has a larger section than S72 while a lower compression load, because the 
fatigue load is more important. 
 
3. Convergence history 

 

 
S1: 39 iterations 

 
S13: 28 iterations 

 
S26: 13 iterations 

 
S40: 23 iterations 

 
S72: 27 iterations 

 

 

Fig.12: Optimisation histories 
 



The convergence is difficult because of the non-linearity of ASSIST: sometimes the responses 
are known to be non-differentiable. This is the reason why the convergence histories appear 
chaotic and sometimes quite long.  
 
Nevertheless, the optimisation histories show a convergence in less than 40 iterations. Also 
looking at convergence plots in Figure 12, it seems that the convergence can be truncated at 
about 30 iterations. This is a good lesson learnt: as several cycles linked to internal load 
updates are performed, it is possible to truncate the convergence in order to have smaller 
computational times. This principle is applied further to the STIFFOPT process discussed 
below. 
 
4. Stringer profiles 
 
Web height is high when a super-stiffener with large section (heavily loaded) must be 
designed (Stringer S1 and S72). Indeed, web height is known as the main driver for the 
column collapse RF. 
Free flange and attached flange thickness are always larger than web thickness. Free flange 
width is less than attached flange width because of a specific design constraint added. 
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Fig.13: Optimum stringer profiles 

 
This demonstration shows that the local optimisation behaviour is correct and in agreement 
with the designer experience.  
The next step of integration can then be initiated. 
 
 



IV. Integration 
 
A. The STIFFOPT framework 
  
1. STIFFOPT Principle 
 
The principle of STIFFOPT is to integrate the local optimisation process validated and 
demonstrated previously in a wider environment in order to implement the algorithm 
presented in the introduction.  
This supposes a mechanism able to: 

- initialise the sizing 
- prepare all local optimisation sessions 
- launch all local optimisations 
- collect all sizing results after completion of these optimisations 
- update GFEM properties 
- run a new linear static analysis with this updated GFEM 
- post-process the internal loads including a load envelope 
- launch a new optimisation based on the previous sizing results 

 
As the GFEM is compliant with the NASTRAN format and as part of the process requires to 
update GFEM properties, PATRAN was considered as necessary in the process. Moreover 
PATRAN offers a Graphical User Interface (GUI) and authorises customisation thanks to its 
internal command language PCL.13 PATRAN can also be used to launch NASTRAN analysis 
such as SOL101 linear static analysis. 
PATRAN can also be adapted to launch other processes such as local optimisations. 
Finally the integration is based on three Commercial Off The Shelf (COTS) tools: as shown in 
Figure 14. It also integrates the Airbus in-house tool ASSIST. 
 

 
Fig.14 STIFFOPT Principle and COTS used 

 
Moreover PATRAN pre-processing capabilities allow defining the region of interest: the set 
of super-stringers to be optimised. It is also possible to define groups of super-stringers 
having the same sizing properties to simplify and reduce the size of the problem. This is 
further described below. 



 
2. STIFFOPT GUI 
 
The STIFFOPT process is displayed in a vertical menu of the PATRAN main window. Figure 
15 presents this menu and the associated steps of the process. 
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1 - Users create stiffener groups with 
properties for the first loop � Group 
Definition 

 
2 - GFEM is updated with stringer 
geometry since the 2nd loop is done � 
Update Properties 

 
3 - Internal load redistribution is computed 
using the new GFEM � Linear Static 
Analysis 

 
4 - Users choose static and fatigue load 
cases � Load cases 

 
5 - Envelope computing is made with new 
internal load redistribution and 
optimization is launched � Optimisation 

 
6 - Results are imported in order to set new 
geometry in stiffener group � Import 

Fig.15 STIFFOPT vertical menu and successive steps  
 
Remark: Every second loop necessarily begins with new geometry updating in order to 
guarantee the consistency of the finite element results with the current definition of stringer 
bays. 
 
Step 1: Group definition 
 
Super-stiffener groups are set during this step. Properties and materials are selected for each 
group. A group can be either created, modified or deleted. 
The “modify” option enables the user to change the current design as he wishes and without 
any specific interaction with the process (except a slower convergence if the design is 
changed too much with respect to the final optimum results). This option can be very 
important in the final stage to smooth the design in order to achieve a continuous variation of 
stringer dimensions (constant height for example). Some tools have been developed to help 
this manual process. 
 
Master bay and envelope bay methods are optional. 
They allow grouping super-stringers and reducing the number of optimisations to be 
performed for computational time reasons: 

- The “Master bay” approach consists in attributing the sizing obtained for one super-
stringer to all super-stringers of a group 



- The “Envelope bay” approach consists in optimising a theoretical super-stringer with 
an envelope of internal loads computed over the full group. Then the sizing of this 
theoretical super-stringer is attributed to all super-stringers of the group. 

All super-stringers are optimised independently in the default option. 
 
Technology and stringer shape are then chosen. A riveted stringer with a “Z” shape is the only 
choice for the time being, but “I” and “J” shape will be set in future versions. Optimisation 
sessions are already available from past applications. 
 
Figure 16 illustrates the three  ways exist to input properties: 
- manually by writing in the listbox “value” with possibility to copy one sheet to the others 

for repetitive properties 
- using directly ASSIST GUI by clicking on the “Assist” button to get a graphical reference 

for properties 
- importing an existing ASSIST file by clicking on the “Import” button for data already 

available 
Of course it is possible to copy-paste the information for one stringer to the other ones to limit 
the input effort. Materials are then to be chosen from a given list for skins, stringers and 
frames. 
The last step is to choose ASSIST computation type. “Single compression” is chosen if the 
study zone is not significantly loaded with shear. “Compression and shear” is the default 
choice. 

 

Group name setting 

Stringer selection 
on the FEM 

Technology and 
shape choice 

Opening properties and 
material windows 

ASSIST computing choice 

Action button choice 

 
Fig.16: STIFFOPT  - definition of super-stringer groups 



 

Stringer number 

 
Fig.17: Input of properties 

 
Steps 2 to 4: Update properties, Linear Static Analysis and Load Cases 
 
“Update Properties” see figure 17 allows to set new properties of stringer in the GFEM. The 
GFEM is updated with stringer and skin section area computed with new properties (web 
height, free flange thickness, etc). 
Stringer properties come from results of the last optimisation loop or from properties setting. 
 
Since the GFEM geometry has been modified, a linear static analysis SOL 101 must be 
launched.8 This analysis gives new load redistribution of internal loads. Analysis steps are as 
following as shown in Figure 18: 
- a *.blk file is created when users click on “Apply”. 
- a *.xdb is obtained after running NASTRAN. 
- A *.xdb file is attached by users on the GFEM. 
 
At least, “Load Case” button opens a window where users choose static and fatigue load 
cases. These selections are used for linear static analysis and for envelope computing. 

 

 
Fig.18 : Management of global analysis 

 



Step 5: Envelope computing & Optimisation 
 
Before launching optimization, 3 files 
must be created for each stringer and put 
in a repository: 

o a BOSS QUATTRO session 
file *.b4o 

o an Assist file *.ses 
o a neutral file *.in 

 
Figure 20 shows how These files are set 
in a repository tree composed of groups 
and stringers. 
 
  

Fig.19 : Management of optimisation data 
 

The files are created by PCL using an envelope approach for internal loads in order to obtain 
sizing constraints values. Envelope computing for each super-stringer is consequently done 
using  a new load redistribution of internal loads and chosen load cases. 
 
 
The longitudinal force in the stringer Fx and three fluxes in the skin (Nxx, Nyy and Nxy) are 
taken from linear static analysis results for each stringer bay. 
The structural responses (see section 3) are computed using these 4 results for each stringer 
during a loop on selected load cases: 
- Maximum bay compression force (sum of the force in the stringer and adjacent skin fluxes 

multiplied by half -pitches)  and associated shear (direct stress output) 
- Maximum shear and associated compression force 
- Compression force and associated shear for maximum principle stress 
- Maximum force for static load cases 
- Flux Nyy  for static load cases 
- Maximum force for fatigue load cases    
- Maximum force for fatigue load cases centred on the skin (sum of flux in the skin 

multiplied by pitch and half-forces in adjacent stringers) 
- Flux Nyy on the skin for fatigue load cases 
 
To launch the optimisation the user can then choose “batch” or “interactive” modes: 
- batch : optimisation session files are set and the optimization is launched 
- interactive : optimisation session files are only set and the optimisation is not launched 
 
The maximum number of iterations can be manually set if the users wish to accept an 
incomplete convergence. 
 
Finally, users click on “Apply” button (Figure 20) and optimization is launched. 
 



 
Fig.20: Management of the optimisation process 

 
Step 6: Import 
 
At the end of the optimization, 3 actions can be performed (Fig. 21): 

1 - Setting new geometry in stringer properties � Import Geometry 
2 - Show buckling Reserve Factor in an array � Import RFs 
3 - Show mass for each stringer in an array � Import Mass 

 
When the user clicks on “Import Geometry”, each stringer repository is cleared and only the 
final files are preserved (modele_end.b4o and input.in for example). Each stringer geometry is 
set in a file named modele.txt. This file is read and new properties values are set in each 
properties stringer array.  

 
 

Fig.21: Management of optimisation results 
 
 
B. Demonstration on a single panel 
 

To validate the convergence of the global optimisation process with update of internal loads, a 
preliminary test case was performed on a limited zone (4 stringer bays have been optimized in 
panel 15.7). A fast convergence of sizing was observed. Then a more extensive test-case has 
been solved as explained below. 

The optimisation was performed for 72 stringer bays located in an area between frames 42 
and 46 and stringers 0 to 21 for the panels 15.1 and 15.2 as depicted in Figure 22. 
 



 
Panel 15.1 

Panel 15.2 

 
Fig.22 : Management of optimisation results 

 
The initial sizing of the stringers is the same and is consistent with the finite element 
properties.  

- Initial stringer section area= 114.24mm² (same for the GFEM) 
- Initial stringer bay section area = 661.24mm² (for the GFEM stringer bay = 

650mm²) 
 
For the set of optimised stringer bays, a fast convergence has once again been observed. The 
dimensions are stabilised after three global iterations. As Figure 23 shows, some convergence 
oscillations can be observed around limit values and the convergence is non-monotonic as 
already observed for local optimisation test-cases.  
Stringer bay section areas are  : 

- increased in the upper part of the fuselage  
o Str 1 : final stringer section = 163.5mm², final stringer bay section = 

713.6mm² 
- decreased in the lateral part 

o Str 15 : final stringer section = 135.8mm², final stringer bay section = 
597.9mm² 

This evolution is given as an example for three stringer bays in Fig.23 below.  
   
The variation along the iterations of maximum compression forces is surveyed in order to 
evaluate the internal load redistribution. In addition to the stringers whose dimensions are 
controlled (Str 1, 5, 10, 15 et 20), gauge stringers are used to investigate the variations of 
internal loads far from the optimised region. These are stringers 21, 31 and 41 for the inter-
frames 43-44 and 44-45. 
The variation of internal loads for the optimised stringer bays 1, 10 and 20 and for the gauge 
stringer bays 0, 21,31 and 41 is reported in Fig.23.  
 
 



 
Fig.23 : Variation of 4 stringer bay dimensions   

Str 1, 10 and 20, Fr 43-44. 
 

Some dimensions reach rapidly a common final value for all stringers. This is due to the 
activation of several design constraints linking these dimensions as described in section 3.1. 
This shows that these constraints have probably to be relaxed and/or improved to get real 
optimum sections for the stringers.  

 



 
Fig.24 : Evolution of internal loads for 3 optimised stringer bays (Str 1, 10 et 20) and for 4  

gauge stringer bays (Str 0, 21, 31, 41) ;Fr 43-44. 
 

The above figure 24 shows :  
- A large variation of internal loads after the first optimisation then a smaller 

variation showing that the optimisation process is rapidly stabilised. Beyond the 
2nd optimisation there is no real variation of dimensions hence internal load 
variations have not been estimated 

- A significant reduction of internal loads (absolute value) in the upper part of the 
fuselage where the stringer bay sections are increased.  

- An increase of internal loads in the lateral part where the stringer bay section is 
decreased 

- A little variation of internal loads in the gauge stringer bays    
 
Attempts to clearly explain the impact of sizing variations on the internal loads are difficult 
because there are both section increase and decrease in the region. 
 
Considering the beam theory explained in more detail in the dedicated chapter on 
aeroelasticity and sizing in a multi-level modelling approach for pre-design, the distribution of 
axial loads in the fuselage section is governed by the equation : 

S.v.
I

M
S.F Y

XSR =σ=  

where:  
MY : bending moment for the whole fuselage section, 
I: quadratic moment of inertia for the fuselage section, 
v = z-zG: vertical distance from the section centre of gravity to the considered stringer bay 
position. 



So the evolution of axial forces is a combination of global variations, (I,zG) variations and 
local section variations. Moreover, the same analysis should be made in the y-axis for a lateral 
bending moment included in the set of sizing load cases (lateral gust). 
Hence accurate computations should be done to justify clearly the behaviour of internal loads. 
 
Altogether, this first case of validation is encouraging giving a rapid convergence to the 
STIFFOPT process but must be now widely extended. Indeed the area optimised is still 
limited and thus the impact of sizing changes on the distribution of internal loads are also 
rather limited. To make a more convincing test-case it is necessary to work on a full fuselage 
section. This is the purpose of the next section. 
 

V. Tight coupling 
 
The tight coupling process is investigated in this section. The tight coupling consists in direct 
calls to the stress tool ASSIST inside the local optimisations. The tight coupling is defined in 
opposition with the loose coupling described in section 6. The loose coupling process consists 
in replacing the local optimisations based on ASSIST with the use of surrogate models. These 
surrogate models are Artificial Neural Networks built from intensive local optimisations 
performed  a priori, before using STIFFOPT. 
 
A. High Performance Computing (HPC) implementation 
 
1. Why HPC is necessary and easy to implement ? 
 
Computational times are very heavy for the optimisation of a full use-case. 
Despite some potential time savings arising from: 

- external sensitivity analysis in the local optimisations, 
- reduction of load cases based on an envelope, 
- optional use of master bay and envelope bay methods,  

 super-stringer per super-stringer optimisation can take a  very long time. 
If STIFFOPT optimises the zone between frame 38 and 46, 1168 local optimisation  session 
files must be launched (1168 stands for 8 inter-frames  times 2*72+2=146 stringers per inter-
frame: top and lower specific stringers have not been optimised in the symmetry plan).  
Since one iteration lasts 15s and about 15 iterations are necessary to reach convergence, one 
stringer optimisation lasts about 4 min. 
An optimization with 1168 stringers will last about 80 hours. 
 
Nevertheless one large advantage of the approach selected is its inherent parallelism: each 
super-stringer optimisation is independent from the other ones. 
Hence a natural and direct way of reducing computational times is to perform each 
optimisation on a separate processor. 
Of course 1168 processors are not necessarily available. So, at least, what can be done is to 
group computations in equal size sets and send each set to a separate processor. 
 
2. Computational means 
 
A demonstration of such a process was made based on standard desk PCs. 
A set of 30 PCs was used over night to parallelise computations.  
Fgiure 16 shows how The network is composed of 30 workstations Dell Precision that are 
used each day. Computation grid is consequently available only during the night. 



 
The technical characteristics are the following: 
- worksations Dell Precision 360 
- Processors PIV 2.5 – 3.2 Ghz 
- 512 Mo and 2Go of DDR SDRAM 
- [80-120] Go disk (IDE & SATA) 
- Video board Quadro4 and Quadro Fx. 
 
3. PC Grid principle 
 

 
Fig.25 PC Grid principle illustration 

 
 
The Grid computing method is composed of 4 steps as illustrated on Fig.26: 

1 - Boss Quattro files are created on a master workstation 
2 - The master workstation dispatches one file for each slave workstation 
3 - Optimisation is launched on slave workstation 
4 - Result files are imported to master workstation after optimization 

 
The theoretical speed-up factor is consequently the number of PC. The practical speed-up 
factor is very close to the theoretical speed-up factor. 
 

Model1.b4o

Model1_end.b4o

Model2.b4o

Model2_end.b4o

Model1.b4o

Model2.b4o

Model3.b4o

……..

 
Fig.26 Grid computing principle 

 

If grid computing is used with 30 workstations, computation time is reduced by a factor 
closed to 30: 3hours versus 80hours as shown in figure 28.  



 

 
 
 
 
 
4. Management of the parallel process 
 
A GUI in PHP: Hypertext Preprocessor (PHP) programming language has been created to 
launch computation grid.14,15 

The steps are:  
1 - process initialisation 
2 - census of available PC 
3 - census of session file available 
4 - process launch 
 

This program is launched with the master workstation as shown on Fig.27. 
 

 
 

Fig.27 Management of the parallel process 
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Fig.28 Computation time with grid computing 

  

With such an HPC approach, we can now imagine a full fuselage optimisation. We have, 
however, focused our demonstration on the fuselage barrel test-case, which is now possible to 
optimise in a  “reasonable” time. 
 
B. Demonstration for a full barrel 
 
48 groups of super-stiffeners were set. But in each group the optimisation has been performed 
super-stringer per super-stringer. 
12 panels exist in the section (6 each side of the fuselage) and each panel is divided into four 
groups.  
- group 1 : frame 38-40 
- group 2 : frame 40-42 
- group 3 : frame 42-44 
- group 4 : frame 44-46 
The following Fig.29 gives the 48 group names. They follow the physical panelisation as 
illustrated on Fig.22. 
Panels Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 

15.1 15.1_grp_1 15.1_grp_2 15.1_grp_3 15.1_grp_4 

15.1_bis  15.1_bis_bis_grp_1 15.1_bis_bis_grp_2 15.1_bis_bis_grp_3 15.1_bis_bis_grp_4 

15.2 15.2_grp_1 15.2_grp_2 15.2_grp_3 15.2_grp_4 

15.2 bis 15.2_bis_bis_grp_1 15.2_bis_bis_grp_2 15.2_bis_bis_grp_3 15.2_bis_bis_grp_4 

15.3 15.3_grp_1 15.3_grp_2 15.3_grp_3 15.3_grp_4 

15.3 bis 15.3_bis_bis_grp_1 15.3_bis_bis_grp_2 15.3_bis_bis_grp_3 15.3_bis_bis_grp_4 

15.34 15.34_grp_1 15.34_grp_2 15.34_grp_3 15.34_grp_4 

15.34 bis 15.34_bis_bis_grp_1 15.34_bis_bis_grp_2 15.34_bis_bis_grp_3 15.34_bis_bis_grp_4 

15.42 15.42_grp_1 15.42_grp_2 15.42_grp_3 15.42_grp_4 

15.42 bis 15.42_bis_bis_grp_1 15.42_bis_bis_grp_2 15.42_bis_bis_grp_3 15.42_bis_bis_grp_4 

15.46 15.46_grp_1 15.46_grp_2 15.46_grp_3 15.46_grp_4 

15.46 bis 15.46_bis_bis_grp_1 15.46_bis_bis_grp_2 15.46_bis_bis_grp_3 15.46_bis_bis_grp_4 

Fig.29 Topology of groups  



 
The results provided in Figure 30 show 4 optimisation loops were computed because the 
convergence is fast. 
Indeed, the convergence is reached after loop 2 when the gap percentage is only 0.23%. 
 

 
Fig.30 Convergence history of the full section mass 

 
Results are analysed panel per panel and not per group. There are 12 panels. 
 
Figures 31 and 32 show gap percentages between each optimisation for each group. 
 
The panel convergence is not homogenous. Two convergence cases exist: 
- Case 1 : 9 panels 

Since the initial constraints are not active, the initial mass is too great and mass 
decreases with optimization. The gap percentage between optimisation is always 
negative and reaches zero. 

 
Fig.31. Convergence of Case 1 



 
- Case 2: 3 panels 

 
Since some initial constraints are active or violated, mass increases after optimization 1 to permit 

constraints to be allowable. Then the problem is the same as case 1 for optimisation 2. The gap percent 
is first positive and then negative. Finally, it reaches zero. That means the stringer is optimal. 

 
Fig.32 Convergence of Case 2 

  
The Figure 33 shows the mass of each panel for the four optimisation loops. 
 
The mass of panel 15.2, 15.3 and 15.3_bis increases after the first loop. The panels that are in 
the middle top of the fuselage are close to the optimum. Indeed, initial mass and mass after 
the last loop is almost the same.  
 
The mass of panels 15.1, 15.1_bis, 15.46 and 15.46_bis  does not decrease a lot. Since these 
panels correspond to zones which support strong stresses (top and bottom of the fuselage), the 
optimisation does not give an important decreasing of mass. 

 
Fig.33 Convergence history panel per panel 



 
6 sizing constraints are computed during the optimisation. 
The constraint that contributes most to the sizing of the model is the buckling. 
When constraints are not active, super-stiffener size reaches the minimum and RF value is not 
important anymore. See figure 25 for a mapping of sizing criteria. 
 

 
Fig.34 Mapping of active sizing criteria for the optimum design 

 



 
 

Fig.35 Mapping of stringer bay cross sectional areas for the optimum design 
 
The average super stiffener section is 524 mm2. 
As shown in figure 35, the super stiffeners with the largest section area are situated in the 
fuselage bottom whereas the fuselage middle is characterised by the application of smaller 
super-stiffeners. 
 
The section is larger in the bottom because bottom panels support larger stresses. 
The high sections found in inter-frames 38-39, panels 15.1 and 15.3 are due to the stress 
concentrations around cargo door corners in the frame bay 37-38. 
The high sections found in inter-frame 45-46, panels 15.3 and 15.46 are due to the stress 
concentrations around centre wing box corners in the frame bay 46-47.  
 
The section is small around the minimum design zone which supports less stresses than others 
panels, only a low shear stress (see red cells on the Fig.35 with section for each super 
stiffener). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 
 

Fig.36 Mapping of pocket thicknesses for the optimum design 
 
The average skin thickness is 2.17 mm. 
The thickness mapping is fully in agreement with the super-stiffener section area mapping as 
shown on Fig.36. The same interpretations applies to the section areas.  
 

VI. Loose coupling 16 
 
To reach the level of a full fuselage cover optimisation, the tight coupling approach can be 
very greedy in terms of processors. To achieve the same computational times as for a barrel, 
the hardware need is about ten times higher, i.e., 300 processors. Such a large number of 
processor is not necessary available even in a large company. 
This is the reason why another approach, named loose coupling was explored. 
This approach consists in replacing the call to stress analysis tools (here ASSIST) by a call to 
a surrogate model. More information on surrogate modelling is provided in the chapter 



dedicated to optimisation. More references can also be found in [17,18]. Note that surrogate 
modelling is also referred to as meta-model or response surface. 
 
A. Surrogate models for stress tools 
 
Initially the intent was to approximate stress responses, that is to say to replace stress tools 
with surrogate models but two drawbacks had to be considered: 

o the optimisation is still to be made. Even if the surrogate models are quicker than 
ASSIST there is a large number of optimisations to be done and it takes time. 

o the number of inputs is quite large to build a surrogate model. 
 
Indeed with the local optimisation problem exposed in section 3, the inputs of the surrogate 
model are: 

o stringer height    
o web stringer thickness  
o free flange width 
o free flange thickness 
o attached flanged thickness  
o skin thickness 
o FXSR 
o Nxy 
o Pitch 
o Curvature radius 

 
Note that the loading has been simplified and that the sizing process (considering that the 
main sizing criteria for the barrel was buckling) has been reduced to buckling/post-buckling 
only. The total number of inputs is then 10 as listed above. To cover such a design space, a 
very large number of samples is needed, which in turn, requires a very large number of 
computations. This is the well-known problem of “curse of dimensionality”.  
 
Nevertheless the attempt was made and a specific piecewise approach was used to consider 
the non-linear responses of ASSIST. 
This piecewise approach consists in mixing various Neural Networks and is called MoE 
(Mixture of Experts). Neural Networks are well known to cover highly non-linear responses 
with a capability to generalisation and extrapolation.19,20 The MoE approach gives a pragmatic 
answer to the curse of dimensionality.21,22 

However it took a long time to understand the non-linearity of the software and to put in place 
the appropriate MoE. For this reason, this approach was not considered mature enough for 
industrial application: additional research work is still needed. 
 
B. Design curves 
 
The alternative approach was to directly approximate the optimisation results. The advantage 
in doing so is that all optimisation design variables disappear from the input space. Moreover 
the optimisation is done a priori and is not to be done inside the global loops: the surrogate 
models have just to be calculated with appropriate internal loads to get the minimum 
thickness and minimum section area. If there are multiple load cases, the most conservative 
values for skin thickness and stringer section area are selected. 
 
 



 
The resulting set of inputs to be considered is: 

o FXSR 
o Nxy 
o Pitch 
o Curvature radius 

 
The outputs are restricted to the minimum thickness and the minimum area found with the 
local optimisation. 
In this case, because of the reduced dimension of the input space, the computational effort 
becomes much more reasonable and a surrogate model approach can really be considered for 
the approximation. Moreover as aforementioned, with this approach, the local optimisation is 
no longer necessary at global level. It is replaced by a simple interrogation of the design 
curve. It is then much more computational efficient as shown in section 6.3. 
 
This design curve gives for each set (FXSR, NXY, p, R) the minimum skin thickness and the 
minimum stringer area as resulting from the local optimisations. 
On top of that, the detailed design variables can also be derived and the stinger profiles 
designed. 
Again some preliminary studies show that Neural Net (NN) was the surrogate model the most 
appropriate to the non-linear responses to be approximated. More information on neural 
networks is provided in the optimisation chapter or in [19,20]. 
 
In the first attempt described in paragraph 1 (analysis regression), the dimension of the input 
space had required to use filling space DoEs like Latin Hyper Cube. In this new approach, the 
significant reduction of the input dimension (from 10 to 4) authorizes the use of a full 
factorial DoE.23,24 

 
For the training of the NN, a specific BOSS Quattro session was then used as shown on 
Fig.37: it is a double parametric session. The parametric task implements the factorial DoE 
and drives an optimisation task: The optimisation is to be run for all quadruplets of the DoE as 
illustrated on Fig.38. 
 

 
Fig.37: Main GUI window for neural net 

 



Since (pitch, radius curvature) couples are discrete values, a double parametric session is 
used: 

o parametric 1 for continuous inputs : compression and shear 
combination 

o parametric 2 for discrete inputs: {pitch/radius curvature} couples 
 

Upon running of the optimisation cases, results are extracted from output files *.log and are 
implemented in the training set. 

Compression 
(Newtons) 

10 000 25 000 50 000 75 000 100 000 

 125 000 150 000 175 000 200 000 225 000 
 250 000 275 000    

 
Shear (MPa) 5 30 50 70 90 

 110 130    
 

Pitch / 
radius 

curvature 
(mm) 

191.1/3300 202.7/3300 154.0/3430 132.4/5220 145.2/5220 

 149.2/5220 154.0/5220 158.6/5220 165.2/5220 172.1/5220 
 180.4/5220 191.1/5220 197.7/5220   

Fig.38: Full factorial DoE for the training set 
 
The training will then be based on a training set with 1092 input cases (12x7x13). 
7 outputs are extracted from *.log files: 

o Web height 
o Web thickness 
o Attached flange width 
o Attached flange thickness 
o Free flange width 
o Free flange thickness 
o Skin thickness 

7644 output cases (1092x7) will be used to build the neural network. 
 
Neural network was built with the help of [19,20] following specifications: 

• 1 hidden layer and sigmoidal activation 
• Linear output Layer 

Remark: sigmoidal activation refers to the transfer function of each neuron (regularisation of a 
heaviside function).  
The MATLAB Neural Network toolbox was used to build the neural net.25 Four nets were 
performed: 

• with 40 neurons 
• with 50 neurons 
• with 60 neurons 
• with 70 neurons 

The convergence of the training process is illustrated in Fig.39. 



 
Fig.39: Mean Square Error (MSE) for 40 neurons 

 
Quality of the neural network can be checked using 3 methods: 

• Mean Square Error (MSE) value 
• Comparison between training set output and neural net output 
• Comparison between neural net output and BOSS QUATTRO session 

using the same inputs (Test base) 
More information on the quality of surrogate model fits can be found in the optimisation 
chapter. 
 
Comparison is made on super stiffener section area that is computed using each output as 
shown on Fig.40.  
 

 40 neurons 50 
neurons 

60 
neurons 

70 
neurons 

MSE 
0.68 0.43 0.36 0.35 

Difference training 
set/neural net output  

- min/max 
- relative mean error 
 - absolute mean error 

 
-23/ 16.7  

-0.02 
2.44 

 
-12.4 / 14.6 

-0.05 
2.09 

 
-14.1 / 9.1 

-0.038 
1.67 

 
-12.2 / 16.1 

-0.042 
1.72 

Difference neural net 
output /test base  

- min/max 
- relative mean error 
 - absolute mean error 

 
-6.5 / 6.9 

-0.16 
2.15 

 
-4.4 / 5.9 

-0.32 
1.94 

 
-3.7 / 8.0 

0.028 
1.74 

 
-2.4 / 4.0 

0.028 
1.26 

Fig.40: Training results 
 
The accuracy target which was pursued was a min/max error of less than 5%. However it was 
not possible to drive directly this error measure and find automatically the optimum number 
of neurons. This is the reason why the several NNs were built for 40, 50, 60 and 70 neurons. 
 



Fig.41 shows that a 70 neurons neural net seems to give a satisfactory accuracy (min and max 
value under 4% with test base comparison). 

 
Fig.41:Training set target and test base error with 70 neurons 

 
The following figures 42 show response surfaces of super stiffener section area for target 
(left) and 70 neurons neural net (right). 
 

 
Super stiffener section area 132/5520 

 
Super stiffener section area 154/3430 

 
Super stiffener section area 158/5220 

 
Super stiffener section area 180/5220 

 
Super stiffener section area 191/3300 

 

 
Fig.42: Response Surface for section area found for various (pitch, curvature radius) couples 

 
C. Demonstration 
 
A demonstration was then made on the full barrel test-case. 
 
For that a new version of STIFFOPT was developed based on this loose coupling approach. 



It just consists in replacing calls to BOSS Quattro by a call to the design curves. The sizing is 
then performed internally to PATRAN based on a PATRAN Command Language (PCL). 
The optimisation speed is then becoming very fast. 
 
A new window (Fig.43) has been added in GUI STIFFOPT. The user can choose “neural net” 
method when he defines optimisation method. 

 
Fig.43: STIFFOPT optimisation window 

 
 
This new approach is, of course, very competitive with respect to the tight coupling one. 
However it is worth mentioning that the accuracy will always be questionable. This is the 
reason why this approach is not recommended for detailed design when the utmost weight 
savings are sought for the structure. 
 

1. Tight coupling convergence 

 
Figure 44 depicts the results of the 3 optimisation loops were performed with tight coupling. 
The 1st optimisation is made with initial values identical to neural net session initial values. 
Optimisation 2 and 3 are computed with optimized results values (respectively optimisation 1 
results and optimisation 2 results). 

 
Fig.44: Mass decrease for 3 optimisation loops  

 
Mass decreases by 8.1 % after the first optimisation, then decreases again by 0.5 %. 
Convergence is reached after the 3rd optimisation loop. This first optimisation is performed 
with high initial values which do not lead to an optimum. The 2nd optimisation is made with 
values already optimized and the optimum is consequently lower. 



2. Convergence with neural net optimisation 

 
Seven optimisations loops are performed using multi-init neural net. As it can be seen from 
Fig. 45, convergence is reached as soon as the 2nd optimisation. Mass decreases or increases 
slightly within 0.1 % after the 2nd optimisation. 

 
Fig.45: Mass decrease for 7 optimisation loops with neural net multi-init 

 
Opt2-Opt1 difference 

 
Opt3-Opt2 difference 

 
Opt4-Opt3 difference 



 
Opt5-Opt4 difference 

 
Opt6-Opt5 difference 

 
Opt7-Opt6 difference 

     
Fig.46: Section difference for each super stiffener between 2 optimisation loops 

 
Even if global mass is stabilized after the 2nd optimisation loop, figure 46 shows there is a 
slight redistribution of internal loads and super-stiffener section areas along subsequent 
iterations. 

 
 

3. Comparison classical and neural net optimisation 

Mass in kg New classical 
session 

Multi-init 
neural net Delta (%) 

Optimisation 1 1074 1022 -4.2 

Optimisation 2 993.6 1019 2.4 

Optimisation 3 988.7 1019 2.9 

Fig.47 Comparison between tight and loose coupling 
 

After three optimisation loops, a difference of about 30 kg still exists between new classical 
results and neural net results (see Fig.47). 
Despite multi-init use allowing to avoid local minima, an optimisation with a neural net is 
limited by initial values: the convergence of local optimisations is probably better due to the 
fact that the same optimisation is reconsidered several times along upper iterations with close 
starting points. This enforces the convergence.  



Another reason is also an insufficient accuracy of the neural net, which was found to be 
around 4% (see Figure 40). 
 

VII. Additional considerations 
 
Other developments have been made to refine and complete the STIFFOPT optimisation 
process. 
A specific option has been implemented to focus the optimisation on skin pockets each time 
this pockets are sized by a buckling on-set criterion. This is complemented by a stringer only 
optimisation, which can be run subsequently to complete the detailed sizing. 
Another option has also been added to smooth the design after optimisation. Because the 
optimisation is local, it is necessary at the end to harmonise the stringer dimensions, for 
example, in order to have a constant stringer height. 
Finally a comparison was made between the STIFFOPT optimisation process and a more 
complete one with an optimum control of the internal load redistribution. This was 
implemented by including the neural net equations as constraints inside the optimisation 
module of NASTRAN: SOL200. The comparisons made show that both sizing optimisation 
approaches give similar results. However caution needs to be exercised: this result does not 
mean that the optimisation processes are equivalent, but only that in case of the considered 
test-case, they are comparable. It is well known that there is no equivalence, particularly when 
some stiffness criteria drive the design. 
 
 

VIII. Refinement of local optimisation 26,27 
 
As mentioned before the tight coupling optimisation is particularly recommended for detailed 
design while the surrogate model approach is probably the most suited for rapid sizing 
optimisation both for reason of computational times and accuracy.  
However, considering that detailed design is usually trying to find the lightest structure 
possible within a giving margin policy, the question of whether to use higher fidelity methods 
rather than analytical engineer-based ones can be asked. 
Indeed numerical simulation of stability is becoming more and more common practice and the 
trend is now to replace tests with such numerical simulation approaches (virtual testing). The 
next step will probably be to perform optimisation based on virtual testing.  There are few 
references in the literature to address this kind of topics and the complement of tests is often 
necessary to the optimisation process.28 

This is the goal of this section to present such an approach developed inside SAMCEF 
MECANO and demonstrated at panel level.29 
The idea behind is simply to replace the ASSIST analysis by the SAMCEF MECANO finite 
element based simulation, in order to have the STIFFOPT framework based on virtual testing 
approaches. 
 
A. The panel use-case 
 
It is worth mentioning first the targeted application. The fuselage barrel is considered to be 
split into local finite element models to analyse the stability. The buckling/post-buckling 
behaviour is considered local which means that an instability can only occur within a frame 
bay. In fact the local finite element model is a kind of numerically based ASSIST. 
 



Due to the current trends followed by the civil aeronautical industry, including this project, it 
was also decided to focus on composite materials. 
 
The panel use-case used here is a panel representative of the behaviour of a Carbon Fiber 
Reinforced Plastic (CFRP) fuselage with seven omega stringers (Fig.48). Boundary 
conditions are simplified for demonstration to single supported sides. 

 
Fig.48 the panel use-case 

 
The corresponding finite element model was built with SAMCEF. Note that this model has 
17326 nodes, 16000 cells and 109777 degrees of freedom. 
 
The definition of the optimisation problem was intentionally simplified to focus the 
demonstration on the integration of non-linear analysis in a gradient-based optimisation tool. 
The angle are considered as fixed to standard orientations: 0°,-45°,45°, 90°. The difficulty to 
address angle variables directly has been demonstrated in [30]. 
The stacking sequence itself is not considered as designable, even if we have developed at 
AIRBUS a simplified optimisation process linking the stacking sequence to the thickness and 
producing manufacturable covers.31,32 

We finally based here on a homogenized representation of the composite lay-up using only 
angle thicknesses as design variables. 
Design variables are ply thicknesses for each ply orientation (0º, 45º and 90º), for each one of 
the seven super-stringers.  A distinction is made between thicknesses for skin panels and for 
stringers.  This amounts to considering 3 x 7 x 2 = 42 design variables. In the sequel, we 
denote them as follows: 

• for the skin panels: iSKIN
anglet , , with { }7,...,1∈i  and angle = 0º, 45º or 90º; 

• for the stringers: iSTRINGER
anglet , , with  { }7,...,1∈i  and angle = 0º, 45º or 90º. 

Lower and upper bounds on these variables are set to 0.4 and 2 mm respectively. 
The objective function is the weight – to be minimized. 
Constraints are expressed as follows:  

1. buckling reserve factor: 76.0≥bucklingRF  

2. collapse reserve factor: 1≥collapseRF . 



The objective function, the buckling RF and their sensitivities are computed by a linear finite 
element analysis while the collapse reserve factor and its sensitivity are provided by a 
nonlinear analysis. 
 
B. Development of sensitivities for Non Linear Finite Elements Analysis 
(NLFEA) 

 
The nonlinear analysis is performed by SAMCEF Mecano, a finite element software package 
which solves nonlinear structural and mechanical problems. 
The general framework of the research work and results we describe here is solving the 
optimization problem defined in Section 2, where one of the constraints takes the form: 

1≥collapseRF . 

Our objective was twofold: 
- find a suitable way to compute this result on the basis of results provided by the 

nonlinear analysis; 
- ensure that the sensitivities of this result (with respect to all design variables) may be 

computed. 
 
An obvious choice for the collapse RF is the load factor, which we denote by λ  in the sequel.  
As an illustration, let us consider a simple super stiffener subject to both compression and 
shear loads.  Assume that loads are applied progressively, the full loads (100%) corresponding 
to time 1.  The nonlinear analysis terminates at time t ≈ 0.566 (that is largely before the full 
loads are applied) because time steps become too small.  This means that for the given value 
of the design variables only 56.6% of the loads can be applied before collapse occurs. 
In this case we could thus have taken 

566.0≈== tRFcollapse λ . 

Figure 49 below shows the displacement of a node (belonging to the skin panel of the super-
stiffener) along the z-axis.  

 
Fig.49 Load versus displacement diagram for the non-linear analysis 

 



However this way to compute the collapse RF is not fully satisfactory since the sensitivity of 
λ  is not directly available from a nonlinear analysis. This is why we have chosen to derive 
such a sensitivity using another method for the nonlinear analysis, namely Riks continuation 
method.33  While classical Newton methods could have problems when passing a limit-point 
(because the generalized load displacement curve may have a decreasing time along the 
curve), continuation methods (also called arc-length or Riks methods) involve an additional 
parameter, namely the arc-length (denoted by s in the sequel), which is controlled in place of 
the time.  
Due to this additional variable being introduced, an additional equation is added to the system 
of equations to describe the relation between the generalized displacements q and load λ  on 
the one hand and the arc-length s on the other.  The simplest form of this constraint equation, 
corresponding to a hyperplane perpendicular to the predictor, was first introduced by Riks.. 
 
In a similar way, we added one equation allowing computing the sensitivity, 

a∂
∂λ

. 

We also constrained the unknown vector to be orthogonal to the load-displacement curve 
rather than a simple measure based on the vertical gap λ∆ , which allows a better accuracy of 
the sensitivity measure as shown on Fig.50. 
 

   
Figure 50 Sensitivity analysis with Riks method 

 
 
Altogether, this methodology allowed us to derive a suitable algorithmic process for 
computing the value of the reserve factor and its sensitivity.  This process was successfully 
implemented within a COTS tool (SAMCEF Mecano) and tested on a variety of examples. 
(Maybe it is possible to add a reference for this) 

 
C. Panel optimisation 

 
In this paragraph we show how the industrial application described in paragraph 8.1 can be 
solved in practice.  We first briefly describe the problem formulation in the framework of an 
application manager before showing the results we obtained. To have a step by step approach 
buckling constraints only were considered in a first time. 
 
1. Optimisation session 
 
 
A complete computational process has been created, involving as many external tasks as the 
number of analyses, the latter being connected to the optimisation task, as illustrated on the 
screenshot in figure 51 below. 



 
Figure 51 Main window with task tree of the optimisation process 

 
Two different kinds of analyses are used:  

o linear buckling analysis based on SAMCEF-Asef stabi to capture the buckling on-set 
for skin 

o Non-linear finite element analysis to capture the panel collapse 
 
Of course, any branch of the task tree can be removed in order to concentrate the optimisation 
on one criterion. 
 
2. Linear buckling  
 
In this section, we first focus on the solution of the linear buckling optimization problem, 
removing the collapse constraint from the above formulation.  This would allow to bring in 
light a possible cause of erratic convergence, which is shown to come from an incomplete 
formulation of the optimization problem. 
From a practical point of view, the buckling reserve factor is computed with SAMCEF Stabi, 
which is dedicated to the computation of buckling modes and related numerical results. 
 
By definition, the first buckling load is of interest when designing a structure to withstand 
instability and this single value corresponds to the bucklingRF  constraint.  However, due to 

mode-switching, there is no guarantee that the first buckling load always corresponds to the 
same buckling mode and as a consequence the related sensitivities are not necessarily relevant 
to the subsequent steps and may cause erratic convergence.  This is the reason why, instead of 
using mode-tracking techniques, a small set of say n  buckling loads is often actually 
computed, the bucklingRF  constraint being then a vector-valued result.  Since all these n  

constraints must now be satisfied, mode-switching inside those n  values is not an issue 
anymore. 
 
Our initial tests were performed with 12=n  and they allowed us to see that, for some 
designs, the first buckling modes may not be representative of the overall structure. Indeed, it 
turns out that, at a given iteration, the buckling modes may only influence a small part of the 
structure, which will be designed, while the remaining structural parts are not sensitive. The 
panel thickness in the sensitive part could increase to satisfy the stability criteria, while the 



thickness in the insensitive part will certainly reach its lower bound, since it is to be 
minimized. At the next iteration, the low-thickness part is likely to become sensitive to 
buckling because of a small local stiffness, while the remaining part could become insensitive 
to the restrictions. If repeated, this scenario leads to oscillations and deteriorates the 
convergence of the optimization process, as illustrated in  figure 52. 

 
Figure 52 Optimisation convergence history for buckling reserve factors (initial) 

 
When simple panels of limited size including few stiffeners are studied, or when the thickness 
design variables are defined over wide regions, local buckling modes are less likely to appear. 
Should this occur, they would anyway be supported by a design variable that covers a wide 
structural part. It turns that the values of the design variables are not only driven by a target on 
a minimum weight, but also by buckling considerations. When larger structures are studied, 
some design variables can become blind to the first (local) buckling modes used in the 
optimization problem. In such a case, the convergence difficulty discussed above is likely to 
happen.  
 
Following this, we increased the value of n  and set 100=n .  The results obtained in this case 
were much better in the sense that only six iterations of the optimization process were 
required for convergence, as shown in figure 53. 



 
Figure 53 Optimisation convergence history for buckling reserve factors (improved) 

 
This shows that a wide range of the first buckling loads must be used in the practical 
formulation of a linear buckling optimization problem.  As was further illustrated by [34], 
using those larger sets not only makes the whole structure sensitive to buckling, but it also 
allows avoiding oscillations and/or slow convergence of the optimization process. 

 
3. Non-linear finite element analysis 

 
The optimisation run converged properly in 17 iterations.  The curves displayed in Fig. 53 
show the evolution of all three functions defining the optimization process; values displayed 
are those at optimum.Note that a tolerance on constraint violation (set to 2.5%) was used in 
accordance with AIRBUS practices.  All constraints are thus satisfied at optimum. 
Also recall that the buckling reserve factor is computed as a vector-valued function with 100 
values by SAMCEF (please put SAMCEF Stabi in reference) (hence the bars displayed in 
figure 54 represent these successive sets of 100 values). 

 
1513.5Weight =  

 
7531.0RFbuckling =  

 

 
9951.0RFcollapse=  

 

Figure 54 Convergence history for the various responses 



 Both runs yield significant weight savings while reserve factors do not perturb the 
convergence of the process. The sequences of images in figure 55 show the evolution of 
structure response over a few iterations.  The images on the left show displacements 
corresponding to the first buckling load while the images on the right show displacements at 
collapse.   

Second run (margin policy: 0.76) 

Iteration 1 – weight = 9.1476 

    
3332.2=bucklingRF       8519.1=collapseRF  

Iteration 6 – weight = 5.4039 

    
7959.0=bucklingRF       0204.1=collapseRF  

Iteration 12 – weight = 5.2521 

    
7846.0=bucklingRF       0105.1=collapseRF  

 

Iteration 19 (optimum) – weight = 5.1513 

    
76.07531.0 ≅=bucklingRF      19951.0 ≅=collapseRF  

 
Figure 55 Buckling on-set and collapse modes for various iterations 

  



 
 
The figure 56 shows the final values of the 42 design variables for both margin policies. 
 

 
Figure 56  Values of design variables at convergence 

 
Note that the variable names in Figure 56 are built with the following rules: 

- variables starting with Ri are related to super-stringer number i 
- variables R*_HOM* are ply thicknesses for the skin 
- variables R*_HOMSTY* are ply thicknesses for the stringers 
- the last digit is related to ply orientation (1 for 0º, 2 for 45º and 4 for 

90º) 
Furthermore, since a symmetry is assumed between 45º and -45º plies, the values 
R*_HOM_1_3_2 and R*_HOMSTY_3_2 have to be multiplied by two when considering 
total thickness. 
Figure 57 shows the same results, but aggregated at the level of skin panels and stringers. 
 
 
 
 



Total thicknesses 
Stringer 1 1,6 
Skin panel 1 2,862544708 
Stringer 2 1,608197074 
Skin panel 2 2,992963004 
Stringer 3 1,938890995 
Skin panel 3 2,808260978 
Stringer 4 1,809791644 
Skin panel 4 2,86314405 
Stringer 5 1,956236 
Skin panel 5 2,854542576 
Stringer 6 1,621884952 
Skin panel 6 2,991974547 

Figure 57  Values of design variables at convergence 
 

IX. Summary & conclusions 
 
Presented in this chapter is a flexible and robust approach to structural sizing optimization at 
different stages of product design maturity. 
For early sizing stages a rapid sizing approach has been proposed, based on efficient neural 
network regression of local optimization results. These neural networks can be used either in 
the STIFFOPT tool for quick automated sizing of a full structure cover or can be interrogated 
to give optimum design results at structural element level. Improvements have been applied to 
the neural net construction and the Design of Experiments in order to obtain more robust 
results and to consider higher dimensions of the input space. 
For preliminary sizing stages, all local optimizations are performed in the frame of the sizing 
process, evoking specialized tools in a two-level process with two systems of iterations. A PC 
cluster has been used for computational efficiency. The proposed approach is particularly 
suited to parallelization because all optimizations are independent from each other. 
For detailed sizing stages a new optimization process was put in place at local level, 
considering nonlinear finite element analysis to evaluate the post-buckling behaviour of each 
panel. An original hybrid formulation was adopted to formulate the optimization problem, 
combining together linear buckling for skin buckling on-set and non-linear analysis for panel 
collapse. To solve the optimization problem, semi-analytical sensitivities were developed and 
embedded in a gradient-based optimization process. The efficiency and robustness of the full 
optimization process was demonstrated. This work is one of the few examples showing an 
accurate gradient-based optimization processes applied to non-linear finite element analysis.  
In this third sizing stage, the need for HPC is even greater, considering the long time 
necessary for each optimization (20 hours).  
 
The implementation of the three sizing stages is to be completed in the near future. The same 
framework will be used for integration. A full multi-level optimization process will need to be 
developed controlling the overall optimality, that is, considering optimal load redistribution, 
design continuity and more general global constraints (such as stiffness constraints). The 
optimization process will have to be properly decomposed and coordinated and implemented 
based on HPC architectures (massive parallelism). The extended enterprise context is also to 
be considered with a structural design distributed around the world to different partners.35,36 
All these different areas of investigation are being pursued in a recently started European 
Project named MAAXIMUS and focused on virtual design and testing of a composite 
fuselage.37 
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